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Inchoate Offences 
R v Harpur [2010] NZCA 319, (2010) 24 CRNZ 909 

• Key proximity case 
• Can be used for impossibility – factual possibility no bar to conviction 
• Facts:  

o Man using false name began text relationship with a young woman.  
o He sent a number of sexually explicit texts, and bragged about his sexual 

exploits with children. She told the man she would bring her young sister and 
niece (who did not actually exist).  

o The man made it clear that he wanted the girls for sexual purposes.  
o A policewoman went to the meeting, instead of the woman.  
o Man was arrested and charged.  

• Section 72 analysis 
o (1) is very wide and if taken prima facie suggests any act done for the 

purposes of accomplishing the intended offence will surffice. 
§ BUT this is limited by (2). 
§ The breadth of s 72(1) and the looseness of the language employed 

suggest that Parliament intended the courts to apply the provision 
flexibly and in accordance with the justice of the case, without undue 
constraint from the legislature. 

•  Its “hands-off” approach was and is entirely understandable. 
After all, s 72 can be linked with virtually every offence in the 
statute book. It potentially applied therefore to hundreds of 
offences and an infinite variety of factual situations, the metes 
and bounds of which were impossible for Parliament to 
predict.  

o Secondly, the purpose of subs (2) is to clarify, in those cases tried before a 
jury, the separate functions of judge and jury. Subsection (2) does not of 
itself determine that mere preparation for the commission of an offence 
does not constitute an attempt. Nor does it of itself prescribe that “too 
remote” acts cannot constitute attempts.  

§ The purpose of subs (2) is to define roles and make clear that judges 
should withdraw an attempt charge from the jury if the judge 
considers, on the basis of the Crown evidence, even if accepted, that 
the offender never got beyond merely preparing to commit an 
offence or that his or her acts were otherwise too remote.  

o Thirdly, subs (3) was introduced for the first time when the Crimes Act was 
re-enacted in 1961. We know precisely what Parliament intended by its 
enactment, as the explanatory note to the Crimes Bill made it clear. It was 
intended to reverse the “unequivocality test” which had been formulated 
and applied in the judgment of Salmond J in R v Barker and which had 
resulted in unsatisfactory outcomes in subsequent cases such as R v Moore. 
Subsection (3) now made it clear that an act could constitute an attempt, 
even if there was no act unequivocally showing the intent. For example, a 
subsequent confession or other extrinsic evidence of intent was now able to 
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be considered when determining the accused’s intent. Parliament’s 
clarification brought New Zealand law into line with Canada’s.  

o In summary, Parliament painted a broad canvas which has left the courts to 
decide on a case-by-case basis. 

• Section 72(1) can be read as follows:  
o Every one who, having an intent to commit an offence, does or omits acts for 

the purpose of accomplishing his object, is guilty of an attempt to commit the 
offence intended...  

• Held: 
o “H had moved beyond mere preparation and, at the time of his arrest, was 

lying in wait for his victim. His conduct was not too remote to constitute an 
attempt; it was proximately connected with the intended offence 

• Two key points 
o Rejection of ‘real or substantial step’ test  

§ The first related to the test to be applied under s 72(2). The Court said 
that it would be open to adopt under s 72(2) a test whereby the Court 
assesses whether the actor’s conduct has reached the stage where it 
amounts to a real and practical step towards the actual commission of 
the crime. However, having found that the test had much to be said 
for it, it considered that introducing the test “risks simply substituting 
somewhat fuzzy words for equally fuzzy words in the statutory 
provision”.  

o Rejection of examples  
§ The second is that the Court considered giving examples to assist trial 

courts in determining whether particular conduct amounted to more 
than preparation. One of the reasons for rejecting this approach was 
that it would ignore “the interplay between acts and intent”. 
However, the Court did set out the examples provided in art 5.01 of 
the American Model Penal Code. It described these examples as being 
“of interest” but did not otherwise give them any form of approval.  
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R v Wilcox (1982) 1 NZLR 191 (CA) 
• Largely overruled by Harpur, which takes a harsher line than Wilcox. 
• Facts: 

o The defendant was charged with the attempted aggravated robbery of a 
suburban post office. He freely admitted that air rifles and balaclavas had 
been purchased for the purpose of robbing the post office, that he had 
arranged with a friend for transportation, and had embarked on the journey. 
But he claimed that during the course of the journey he had changed his 
mind and decided not to go through with the robbery. However, the police 
had received a warning and had stopped the car carrying the defendant and 
his companions as it was about to arrive at the suburb although still about a 
kilometre from the post office itself. The defendant was convicted in the High 
Court and appealed. 

• Held: 
o 1. The defendant could not be found guilty of attempted robbery. No part of 

his activity had gone beyond mere preparation. At the time the car was 
stopped by the police its occupants were doing no more than getting 
themselves into a physical location close to the post office from which an 
attempt at robbery could be directly launched. As a matter of law the 
defendant's conduct did not constitute an attempt (see p 194 line 32). 

§ Henderson v The King (1948) 91 CCC 97, 105, per Taschereau J, 
applied. 

o 2. The summing up might have left the jury with the misapprehension that 
any change of mind following the first step taken (ie the purchase of the 
weapons) could not be used by the defendant as a defence. The Judge's 
directions had the effect of withdrawing this defence from the jury (see p 195 
line 37). Appeal allowed. 
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Johnston v R [2016] NZSC 83 
• Grounds of appeal 

o The approved question is whether the trial Judge was wrong to conclude that 
the actions of the applicant on the night of the alleged offending were 
sufficiently proximate to constitute the actus reus of an attempt.  

• Facts: 
o Found by intended victims father crouching on lawn wearing dark clothes 

(beanie, torch) and near intended victim’s sleep out 
o Had been in the area several times 
o Had a history of rape against young girls 
o Summary: A man was found by the girl’s father outside her sleep-out and had 

armed himself with a garden fork. He had a history of rape against young girls 
and it is believed his purpose for being there was to rape the girl. 
Additionally, there was evidence he had been preparing to rape this 
particular girl for a while as he had been ‘scoping’ out the house. 

• Section 72 
o Section 72 requires both an intention to commit an offence and an act or 

omission giving effect to that intention.  
o However, in many cases, it is only the actor’s intention which indicates that 

an apparently (or possibly) innocent act or omission is criminal in nature.  
o It is for this reason that intention has been described in relation to attempt as 

the essence of the crime  
o There are three elements to an attempt under s 72.  

§ First, there is the intention to commit an offence.  
§ Second, there is the act or acts committed for the purpose of 

committing the offence. 
§ Third, there is the question as to whether those acts amount to more 

than preparation.  
§ We see intent as relevant to all three.  

• It is obviously relevant to the first.  
• It is relevant to the second because the acts of the defendant 

must have been done for the purpose of committing the 
offence specified in the indictment.  

• And it is relevant to the third because, without knowing what 
the defendant planned to do, it is hard to evaluate the nature 
of his or her acts.  

• Proximity 
o Harpur takes a wider approach than Wilcox. 
o Analyses English case law 
o Even in a case of clear intent, like Harpur, a merely preparatory act (for 

example, Mr Harpur sending one of the graphic text messages to Ms Black) 
would not be an attempt. The clear evidence of intent would not change 
that. But an act that is done in the context of a known plan can be classified 
as preparation or proximate with greater certainty than when the plan is 
unknown (or is excluded from consideration).  

§ Distinguishes between Preparation and Proximity 
o Cumulative assessment is necessary. 


